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SUMMARY

This paper presents a new 4-node �nite-element for the analysis of laminated composite plates. The element
is based on a �rst-order shear deformation theory and is obtained through a mixed-enhanced approach. In fact,
the adopted variational formulation includes as variables the transverse shear as well as enhanced incompatible
modes introduced to improve the in-plane deformation. The problem is then discretized using bubble functions
for the rotational degrees of freedom and functions linking the transverse displacement to the rotations. The
proposed element is locking free, it does not have zero energy modes and provides accurate in-plane=out-of-
plane deformations. Furthermore, a procedure for the computation of the through-the-thickness shear stresses
is discussed, together with an iterative algorithm for the evaluation of the shear correction factors. Several
applications are investigated to assess the features and the performances of the proposed element. Results are
compared with analytical solutions and with other �nite-element solutions. Copyright ? 1999 John Wiley &
Sons, Ltd.

KEY WORDS: composite laminates; �nite elements; mixed-enhanced formulation; shear stress recovery; shear correc-
tion factors

1. INTRODUCTION

Composite materials �nd great interest in a variety of complex structures, such as those typically
adopted in space, automobile and civil applications. The design of these structures clearly requires
numerical tools able to perform accurate stress analyses. As a matter of fact, nowadays many
commercial �nite-element codes contain laminated composite plate and shell elements.
However, the proper modelling of laminated plates is a non-trivial task and it can be still

considered as an open research problem mainly as a consequence of their complex behaviour.
In fact, composite laminates have in general an anisotropic response, present signi�cant shear
deformation in the thickness and extension-bending coupling. Furthermore, the determination of
accurate values for the interlaminar normal and shear stresses is of crucial importance, since they
are responsible for the activation and the development of delamination mechanisms. A satisfactory
laminate theory and a corresponding reliable �nite-element have to capture all these e�ects.
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1482 F. AURICCHIO AND E. SACCO

Several laminate theories have been proposed in the literature. The �rst and simplest one is the
classical laminate theory (CLT);1; 2 based on the Kirchho�–Love assumptions, the CLT neglects
the shear deformation and, as a consequence, it can lead to inaccurate results.
The extension of the Reissner3 and Mindlin4 models to the case of laminated anisotropic plates

is of great interest for the possibility of taking into account shear deformation e�ects in a simple
way.5; 6 Indicated in the following as First-order Shear-Deformation Theory (FSDT), this approach
gives satisfactory results for a wide class of structural problems, even for moderately thick lami-
nates. In particular, accurate results are obtained if proper values for the shear correction factors
are adopted.
However, the determination of the shear factors is non-trivial, since they depend on the lami-

nation sequence and on the deformation state. Hence, the value 5=6 is often used, which is exact
only for homogeneous plates.
Closed-form expressions for the shear factors can be obtained only for very simple cases. As

an example, Whitney7 solved the problem for cross-ply laminates under cylindrical bending and,
more recently, the same approach has been reviewed in References 8 and 9. These works highlight
how the shear factors can assume values which are quite di�erent from 5=6.
A numerical procedure for improving the FSDT results has been proposed by Noor and co-

workers.10–12 Assuming initial values for the shear factors, the FSDT is used to predict the laminate
response; based on this solution, new values for the shear factors are computed and used again with
the FSDT; �nally, through-the-thickness displacements and stresses are determined via integration.
So far, the procedure has been applied only to problem for which analytical solutions are available,
while no extensions to the �nite-element framework have been presented.
Recently, re�nements of the FSDT have also been proposed. For example, Pai13 considered

additive shear warping functions and developed a technique for an a priori estimate of shear
factors. Yunquin Qi et al.14 assumed that transverse shear strain varies in the thickness of a
cross-ply laminate in cylindrical bending with the same law of the shear stress obtained by the
integration of the equilibrium equations.
Higher-order laminate theories have also been developed to overcome the limitations of the

FSDT. Two di�erent approaches can be distinguished: single-layer and multi-layer formulations.
The �rst class of theories increases the order of the terms considered for the displacement rep-
resentation in the thickness coordinates, e.g. References 15 and 16. The second class of theories
assumes a representation formula for the displacement �eld in each layer, e.g. References 17–19.
From a computational point of view, several �nite elements for laminated plates have been

proposed in the literature. For instance, a continuum 8-node elements for a second-order composite
laminate theory has been proposed in References 20 and 21. Hybrid and partial hybrid stress
elements have been developed for FSDT, e.g. References 22 and 23, respectively. Recently, Yong
et al.24 presented a partial hybrid stress element for the higher-order shear deformation theory
of Lo et al.15 A 3-D �nite element for laminated composites is developed in Reference 25 for
layerwise theory.
In conclusion, a review of the literature shows how the FSDT gives the best compromise be-

tween prediction ability and computational costs for a wide class of problems. This is especially
true if proper shear factors are used during the analysis. Furthermore, the 4-node elements are often
preferred with respect to 8- or 9-node ones since they allow simplest discretization procedures, as
well as easier extensions to �nite deformation regimes. On the other hand, 4-node displacement-
based elements adopt simple interpolation functions, which do not allow a satisfactory recovery of
the through-the-thickness shear stresses. According to these considerations, this paper presents a
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new 4-node FSDT �nite element for laminated composite plate. The element is based on a mixed-
enhanced formulation and uses enhanced incompatible modes to improve the in-plane deformation,
bubble functions for the rotational degrees of freedom and functions linking the transverse dis-
placement to the rotations. The element is locking free, it does not have zero energy modes and is
able to provide accurate in-plane=out-of-plane deformations. Moreover, an important feature con-
sists in the unusual possibility for a 4-node element to recover accurate through-the-thickness shear
stress. This is obtained through an e�cient numerical procedure allowing the computation of both
the shear stresses and the shear correction factors.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the �rst-order shear deformation laminate theory

is reviewed together with usual techniques for the recovery of the transverse shear stresses. In
Section 3 a rational procedure for the determination of the shear correction factors is proposed. In
Section 4, the new 4-node laminate �nite-element is developed. Because of the bending-extension
coupling, the consistency of the approximations for the in-plane and transverse deformation is
discussed. In Section 5, a technique for recovering the through-the-thickness shear stresses is
proposed together with an iterative algorithm for the computation of the shear correction factors.
Finally, several applications are investigated to assess the performances of the proposed proce-

dure. Results are compared with analytical FSDT solutions, exact three-dimensional solutions and
other �nite-element solutions.

2. FIRST-ORDER LAMINATE THEORY (FSDT)

The mechanical behaviour of a moderately thick laminate plate is herein described through a First-
order Shear Deformation Theory (FSDT). The theory takes into account in-plane deformation,
bending and �rst-order shear e�ects and it is briey reviewed in the following to make the paper
self-consistent.
The term laminated plate refers to a at body, constituted by n layers of di�erent mechanical

characteristics, occupying the region:


= {(x; y; z)∈R3=z ∈ (−h=2; h=2); (x; y)∈A⊂R2} (1)

where the plane z=0 identi�es the mid-surface A of the undeformed plate. The thickness h is
assumed to be small compared to the in-plane dimensions.
Basic elements of the FSDT are: (1) the transverse stress in the thickness of the plate �z is null;

(2) straight lines orthogonal to the midplane are inextensible and remain straight after deformation.
It is interesting to recall that in a general three-dimensional elastic theory the simultaneous

presence of these two statements is formally correct and, in fact, they can be rationally introduced
to obtain the FSDT for isotropic homogeneous plate.26

2.1. Kinematics

The plate kinematics is governed by the midplane displacements u0; v0; w0 and rotations �x; �y:

u(x; y; z) = u0(x; y) + z�y(x; y)

v(x; y; z) = v0(x; y)− z�x(x; y)
w(x; y; z) = w0(x; y)

(2)
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Hence, the in-plane strain vector e= {ex; ey; exy}T can be written in the form:
e= U+ zZ (3)

where

U=Eu; E=



@
@x

0

0
@
@y

@
@y

@
@x


; u=

{
u0

v0

}
(4)

Z=LX; L=



0
@
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0
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; X=
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�x

�y

}
(5)

Furthermore, the shear strain vector S= {xz; yz}T is obtained by the relation:

S=WX+∇w; W=

[
0 1

−1 0

]
; ∇=


@
@x
@
@y

 (6)

2.2. Local constitutive relations

The laminated composite plate is assumed to be formed by n superposed orthotropic layers with
material axes arbitrarily oriented in the x–y plane.
In the generic kth layer, the following constitutive relations for the in-plane stress vector b=

{�x; �y; �xy}T and for the transverse shear stress vector c= {�xz; �yz}T hold:
b(k) =Qf(k)e; c(k) = fQt(k)S= Q̃t(k)S (7)

where Qf(k) is the 3× 3 in-plane elastic matrix, Qt(k) is the 2× 2 shear elastic matrix, f is
the 2× 2× 2× 2 shear correction factors matrix and Q̃t(k) = fQt(k). In particular, the fourth-order
matrix f has the following representation form:

f= �11�1��1 + �22�2��2 + �12(�1��2 + �2��1) (8)

where

�1 =

[
1 0

0 0

]
; �2 =

[
0 0

0 1

]
(9)

and the symbol � denotes a special matrix product, such that (�i��j)Qt =�iQt�j. It can be
emphasized that the f matrix is constant along the laminate thickness, i.e. it does not change from
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layer to layer, and that the values �11 = �22 = 5=6; �12 = 0 are correct only for an homogeneous
isotropic plate.

2.3. Resultant stresses and resultant constitutive relations

The resultant stresses are de�ned as

N = {Nx; Ny; Nxy}T =
∫ h=2

−h=2
b dz

M = {Mx;My;Mxy}T =
∫ h=2

−h=2
zbdz

S = {Sx; Sy}T =
∫ h=2

−h=2
c dz

(10)

The constitutive equations between the resultant stresses N, M and S and the kinematic pa-
rameters U; k and S are obtained substituting the local constitutive equations (7) into the resultant
stresses (10):  NM

S

 =

A B 0

B D 0

0 0 H̃


 Uk
S

 (11)

where H̃= fH and the laminate sti�ness matrices A;B;D and H are obtained by

A=
n∑
k=1
(zk − zk−1)Qf(k) B=

1
2

n∑
k=1
(z2k − z2k−1)Qf(k)

D=
1
3

n∑
k=1
(z3k − z3k−1)Qf(k) H=

n∑
k=1
(zk − zk−1)Qt(k)

(12)

with zk−1 and zk providing the position of the kth layer in the direction of the laminate thickness.
Equation (11) highlights two interesting and well-known aspects of laminated composite plates:

the coupling between bending and extension for a general lamination case and the dependence of
the constitutive submatrix H̃ on the shear factors.

2.4. The recovering of shear stresses

Within the FSDT, the shear stresses through the thickness are often computed either using the
material constitutive relations or enforcing the three-dimensional equilibrium equations. In the �rst
case, the combination of equations (11) and (7)2 gives

c(k) = Q̃t(k)H̃−1S= fQt(k)(fH)−1S (13)

In the second case, the shear stress in the kth layer are

ĉ (k)(z)= − ET
∫ z

zk−1

Qf(k)e(�) d�+ ĉ (k)0 (14)
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where ĉ (k)0 represents the value of the shear stress vector at z= zk−1, i.e. ĉ (k)0 = ĉ (k)(z= zk−1)=
ĉ (k−1)(z= zk−1), with ĉ (1)0 = 0. As discussed in Reference 26, this latter approach leads to a more
accurate evaluation of the shear stress pro�le.

3. SHEAR FACTORS

A classical problem arising in conjunction with the use of the FSDT is the determination of the
shear factors �11, �22 and �12 appearing in the matrix H̃ of equation (11).
The literature available on this topic shows that for laminated composite plate it is possible to

determine closed-formula solutions for the �ij’s only in very special cases such as, for example,
cross-ply laminates in cylindrical bending.7

In the following, a rational procedure for the determination of the shear correction factors in
the case of a general laminate plate is proposed. It represents an extension of the classical method
adopted for homogeneous isotropic plates to the case of anisotropic laminates. The procedure
is based on the comparison between the shear energy computed adopting the stress vector c(k)
obtained from constitutive relations [see equation (13)] and the shear energy computed adopting
the stress vector ĉ (k) recovered through three-dimensional equilibrium [see formula (14)].
In particular, the complementary shear energy per unit area Esh associated to c(k) is de�ned as

follows:

Esh =
1
2

∫ h=2

−h=2
(c(k))T(Q̃t(k))−1c(k)dz= 1

2
STH̃−1S (15)

= Esh11 + Esh22 + Esh12 (16)

where

Esh11 =
1
2
�22H22 S2x

�
; Esh22 =

1
2

�11 H11 S2y
�

; Esh12 = − �12H12 Sx Sy
�

(17)

with �= �11 H11 �22 H22 − �212H 212.
Similarly, the complementary shear energy per unit area Êsh associated to ĉ is written as

Êsh = Êsh11 + Êsh22 + Êsh12:

Êsh11 =
1
2

n∑
k=1

∫ zk

zk−1

T (k)11 ( ĉ
(k)
xz (�))

2 d�

Êsh22 =
1
2

n∑
k=1

∫ zk

zk−1

T (k)22 ( ĉ
(k)
yz (�))

2 d�

Êsh12 =
n∑
k=1

∫ zk

zk−1

T (k)12 ĉ
(k)
xz (�) ĉ

(k)
yz (�) d�

(18)

with T(k) = [T (k)ij ] = (Q
t(k))−1.

Imposing the following equalities:

Esh11 = Êsh11; Esh22 = Êsh22; Esh12 = Êsh12 (19)
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a system of three equations in the three unknown shear factors is obtained:

�22 H22 S2x − 2� Êsh11 = 0
�11 H11 S2y − 2� Êsh22 = 0
�12 H12 Sx Sy + � Êsh12 = 0

(20)

However, the energies Êsh11; Ê
sh
22; Ê

sh
12; E

sh
11; E

sh
22; E

sh
12 are functions of the actual solution state,

i.e. they depend on the shear stresses S and on the in-plane strain state e. Thus, in general, �11; �22
and �12 cannot be computed a priori, i.e. they can be evaluated only once the solution is obtained,
which itself depends on the shear factors. Accordingly, the combination of the elastostatic problem
of a composite laminate described in Section 2 with the computation of the shear factors through
equations (20) results in a non-linear problem.
Finally, it can be emphasized that the computation of the �’s in a �nite-element framework

requires the determination of a satisfactory approximation of the resultant shear stress S and of
the shear stress function ĉ (k), which are not generally provided by standard plate �nite elements.

4. A MIXED-ENHANCED FINITE ELEMENT

In this section a new �nite-element for moderately thick laminate plates is proposed. The element
is robust, locking free and, as shown later, it allows the recovery of the transverse shear stresses.
The following Hu–Washizu functional, with partial hybrid terms for the transverse shear, is

introduced:

F(u;X; w; U; Z;N;M;S) = 1
2

∫
A

UT(AU+ BZ) dA−
∫
A

(U− Eu)TN dA

+
1
2

∫
A

ZT(BU+DZ) dA−
∫
A

(Z − LX)TM dA

− 1
2

∫
A

ST H̃−1S dA+
∫
A

ST(∇w +WX) dA−�est (21)

where �est describes the load and boundary potential. In the framework of incompatible
modes,27; 28 the in-plane strains are enhanced with a �eld Q, such that

U = Eu + Q
Z = LX (22)

Substituting relations (22) into functional (21),

H (u;X; w;N;S; Q) = 1
2

∫
A

(Eu + Q)TA(Eu + Q) dA−
∫
A

QTN dA

+
∫
A

(Eu + Q)TBLX dA+ 1
2

∫
A

(LX)TDLX dA

− 1
2

∫
A

ST H̃−1S dA+
∫
A

ST(∇w +WX) dA−�est (23)
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The stationary conditions of H with respect to N leads to:∫
A

QT�N dA=0 ⇒ Q=0 (24)

i.e. in solution U=Eu.
To perform a �nite-element discretization of the mixed functional (23), N is taken constant over

each element. Thus, the discretized form of condition (24) becomes∫
Ae

Q dA= 0 (25)

with Ae the area of a generic element. Accordingly, functional (23) can be written as

�(u; w;X;S; Q) = 1
2

∫
A

(Eu + Q)TA(Eu + Q) dA+ 1
2

∫
A

(LX)TDLX dA

+
∫
A

(LX)TBE(u + Q) dA− 1
2

∫
A

ST H̃−1S dA

+
∫
A

ST(∇w +WX) dA−�est (26)

which represents an extension of the mixed functional adopted in Reference 29 for homogeneous
plates to the case of anisotropic laminates.
An isoparametric four-node laminated composite element can be obtained discretizing functional

(26) and considering the standard isoparametric map:30

x=

{
x

y

}
=

4∑
i=1
(1 + �i�)(1 + �i�)

{
xi
yi

}
=	x̂

where x= {x; y}T denotes the global co-ordinate vector in the physical element, ^= {�; �}T is the
local co-ordinate vector in the parent element, 	 contains the bi-linear shape functions and x̂ is
the nodal coordinate vector.
The in-plane displacements are taken bi-linear in the nodal parameters û:

u=	û (27)

Following Reference 29, the transverse displacement interpolation is bi-linear in the nodal pa-
rameters ŵ, enriched with linked quadratic functions expressed in terms of the nodal rotations X̂:

w=	ŵ+	w� X̂=
4∑
i=1
	iŵi −

4∑
i=1
	iw�L

i(�̂ jn − �̂ in) (28)

where Li is the i−j side length, �̂in and �̂ jn are the components of the rotations of i and j nodes
in the direction normal to the i−j side. The 	w� shape functions are

	w�=


	1w�

	2w�

	3w�

	4w�

 =
1
16


(1− �2)(1− �)
(1 + �)(1− �2)
(1− �2)(1 + �)
(1− �)(1− �2)

 (29)
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The interpolation for the rotational �eld is bi-linear in the nodal parameters X̂, with added
internal degrees of freedom X̂b:

X=	 X̂+	b X̂b (30)

where 	b are bubble functions de�ned as

	b =
(1− �2)(1− �2)

j

[
J 021 −J 011 J 021� −J 011�
J 022 −J 012 J 022� −J 012�

]
(31)

with J0 the jacobian of the iso-parametric mapping J= @x=@^, evaluated at �= �=0:

J 0i1 =
@xi
@�

∣∣∣∣
�=�=0

; J 0i2 =
@xi
@�

∣∣∣∣
�=�=0

and j=det[J] the jacobian determinant.
The shear interpolation is

S=	SŜ=

[
J 011 J 021 J 011� J 021�

J 012 J 022 J 012� J 022�

]
S1

S2

S3

S4

 (32)

with Ŝ parameters local to each element.
Finally, the enhanced strain Q is expressed as

Q=GQ̂ (33)

where Q̂ is a set of degrees of freedom local to each element and G is an interpolation matrix.
Following Reference 28, G is constructed mapping an interpolation matrix Gp de�ned on the
parent element into the physical one using the formula

G=
j0
j
F−T0 Gp (34)

where j0 is the jacobian determinant evaluated at �= �=0 and

F0 =


J 211 J 212 2J11J12

J 221 J 222 2J21J22

J11J21 J12J22 (J11J22 + J12J21)


�=�=0

(35)

In the following, the choice of the matrix G is performed taking into account two considerations.
On the one hand, the enhanced strain Q should improve the in-plane compatible interpolation;
as usual, this is done guaranteeing that the polynomial in G are not already contained in the
compatible strains Eu. On the other hand, the enhanced modes should satisfy an extension-bending
consistency condition. In fact, due to the presence of the non-zero constitutive matrix B in the
functional (26), the total in-plane deformation Eu + Q is coupled with the curvature �eld LX. As
a consequence, the in-plane and the rotation interpolations cannot be independent. In particular,
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the G matrix should be able to satisfy the discretized form of equation (11)1 for N = 0; taking
into account (22) and the interpolations (27), (30) and (33), equation (11)1 reduces to

A(E	 û +G Q̂) + BL(	 X̂+	b X̂b)= 0 (36)

Although equation (36) can be adopted to obtain G for any type of composite, in the following
the discussion is limited only to cross-ply laminates. In this case, the coupling matrix assumes the
following simple representation:

B=

 b 0 0

0 −b 0

0 0 0


with b a material constant. After some calculation, the consistency condition (36) leads to the
following choice for Gp:

Gp =

 � 0 0 0 �� ��2 ��2 ���2 ���2 0 0 0 0

0 � 0 0 −�� 0 0 0 0 ��2 ��2 ���2 ���2

0 0 � � �2 − �2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

 (37)

where �2 = 1− �2 and �2 = 1− �2.
Introducing the interpolation schemes (27)–(37), performing the functional stationary conditions

for a single element and statically condense the enhanced strain Q̂, the bubble rotation X̂b and the
resultant shear stress Ŝ, the element sti�ness matrix is obtained. A detailed discussion of the
procedure followed to obtain the element sti�ness matrix is presented in the appendix.
The laminate element obtained is named EML4, to remember that it is an Enhanced Mixed

Linked 4-node �nite element.

5. IMPROVED TRANSVERSE SHEAR EFFECT

As recalled in Section 2.4, once the solution in terms of displacements has been determined,
the shear stresses can be recovered using the constitutive equations (13) or enforcing the three-
dimensional equilibrium equations (14) through the plate thickness. Between the two approaches,
the latter returns more accurate shear stresses pro�les, also if it requires the computation of the
derivatives of the in-plane strains, which are usually not very accurate in classical �nite element
schemes (they are even zero for low order elements).
In the light of these considerations, it is interesting to point out that in the proposed EML4 the

in-plane strain e has been properly enhanced; moreover, the adopted mixed formulation introduces
the resultant stress S as a primary variable leading to the possibility of properly improving the
shear stress pro�les, as discussed next.
Taking into account equations (3), (5) and (22), the following formula for the recovery of the

shear stress is proposed:

ĉ (k)(z) =
[
bx 0

0 by

] [
−(z − zk−1)(P(k)u + P̂(k)Q)− 1

2
(z2 − z2k−1)P̃(k)X+ ĉ (k)0 + a

(
z +

h
2

)]
(38)
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where the matrices P; P̂ and P̃ are de�ned as

P
(k)
=ETQf(k)E; P̂(k) =ETQf(k); P̃(k) =ETQf(k)L (39)

and ĉ (k)0 is the shear vector evaluated at z= zk−1, with ĉ (1)0 = 0.
The vector a and the quantities bx and by are computed enforcing that the shear stress ĉ (k)

evaluated at the top of the laminate is zero and that the integral of shear stress ĉ (k) over the
thickness is equal to the shear stress resultant obtained from the �nite element analysis. Using the
notation so far introduced, these two conditions can be expressed as

ĉ (n)
(
h
2

)
= 0⇒ a= − 1

h
c (n)

n∑
k=1

∫ zk

zk−1

ĉ (k)(z) dz = S⇒ bx = Sx=(Sx + �
(n)
xz h=2)

by = Sy=(Sy + �
(n)
yz h=2)

(40)

where

c (n) = −(zn − zn−1)(P (n)u + P̂ (n)Q)− 1
2
(z2n − z2n−1)P̃ (n)X+ ĉ (n)0

S = Uu + ÛQ+ ŨX
(41)

and

U = −
n∑
k=1

[
R
(k)
+ (zk − zk−1)

k−1∑
i=1
Z
(i)
]

Û = −
n∑
k=1

[
R̂ (k) + (zk − zk−1)

k−1∑
i=1
Ẑ (i)

]
(42)

Ũ = −
n∑
k=1

[
R̃ (k) + (zk − zk−1)

k−1∑
i=1
Z̃ (i)

]
with

Z
(k)
= (zk − zk−1)P (k) R

(k)
= 1

2 (zk − zk−1)2P
(k)

Ẑ (k) = (zk − zk−1)P̂ (k) R̂ (k) = 1
2 (zk − zk−1)2P̂ (k)

Z̃ (k) = 1
2 (z

2
k − z2k−1)P̃ (k) R̃ (k) = 1

6 (z
3
k + 2z

3
k−1 − 3zkz2k−1)P̃ (k)

(43)

As shown in the next section, formulas (38)–(43) allow to compute very accurate shear stress
pro�les for both symmetrical and unsymmetrical laminated plates. Moreover, the ability to obtain
accurate stress pro�les opens the possibility of adopting iterative procedure for the determination
of the shear factors. In the following, a procedure similar to the one proposed in Reference 12
only for very simple cases is extended to a �nite-element context. In particular, the implemented
iterative algorithm consists in the following steps:

1. Set an initial values for the shear factors, for example �11 = �22 = 5=6, �12 = 0.
2. Solve the FEM problem and compute the new solution {û; ŵ; X̂; Ŝ; Q̂}.
3. Determine the shear stresses �̂ (k)xz (z) and �̂

(k)
yz (z) by equation (38).
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Figure 1. 3× 3 unstructured mesh adopted for the laminate computations

4. Recover the shear energy in the thickness Êsh11, Ê
sh
22 and Êsh12 by equations (18).

5. Compute new values for the shear factors by solving the non-linear system of equations (20)
for example using a Newton algorithm.

6. If the di�erence between the previous and the new shear factors is less than a �xed tolerance
then exit, otherwise update the shear factors and go to Step 2.

6. NUMERICAL RESULTS

Several examples are now investigated to assess the performances of the new EML4 laminate
element, which has been implemented in FEAP (Finite Element Analysis Program).30

The layer properties are set as follows:

EL=ET = 25; �TT = 0·25; GLT=ET = 0·5; GTT=ET = 0·2
corresponding to a high modulus orthotropic graphite=epoxy composite material.

6.1. Deformation of cross-ply laminates

The symmetric 0=90=0 and the unsymmetric 0=90 cross-ply laminates are considered. The plate
is a square with side a, it is loaded either with a sinusoidal or a uniform load with maximum
intensity q0, and it is subjected to the following simply supported boundary conditions:

at x=0 and x= a ⇒ v=0; w=0; �x =0
at y=0 and y= a ⇒ u=0; w=0; �y =0

The side-to-thickness ratio is �= a=h=10; the shear factors are constant and equal to �11 = �22 =
5=6, �12 = 0. Due to the double symmetry, only a quarter of the plate (i.e. 06x6a=2; 06y6a=2) is
studied using regular meshes as well as the unstructured meshes as the one reported in
Figure 1.
For the 0=90=0 laminate, Tables I and II report the dimensionless transversal displacement

w=100ETw=qoh�4 at the plate centre for the sinusoidal and the uniform load, respectively. For the
0=90 laminate, Tables III and IV report the transversal displacement w at the plate centre and the
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Table I. Transversal displacements w for a simply supported laminate
0=90=0 subjected to sinusoidal load: comparison between analytical and

�nite element solutions

Analytical solution 0·66930
Mesh 3× 3 6× 6 12× 12
EML4 0·66960 0·66940 0·66933

(0·66728) (0·66911) (0·066927)
QUAD4 0·67080 0·66963 0·66938

(0·65974) (0·67011) (0·66948)
QUAD9 0·66938 0·66931

(0·66992) (0·66934)

Table II. Transversal displacements w for a simply supported laminate
0=90=0 subjected to uniform load: comparison between analytical and

�nite element solutions

Analytical solution 1·0220
Mesh 3× 3 6× 6 12× 12
EML4 1·0235 1·0223 1·0220

(1·0234) (1·0228) (1·0222)
QUAD4 1·0331 1·0243 1·0225

(1·0277) (1·0281) (1·0234)
QUAD9 1·0222 1·0219

(1·0232) (1·0220)

Table III. Transversal and horizontal displacements w and u for a simply supported laminate 0=90 subjected
to sinusoidal load: comparison between analytical and �nite element solutions

w u
Analytical solution 1·2372 −0·078619
Mesh 3× 3 6× 6 12× 12 3× 3 6× 6 12× 12
EML4 1·2370 1·2373 1·2373 −0·080466 −0·079076 −0·078733

(1·2209) (1·2346) (1·2367) (−0·079065) (−0·078966) (−0·078719)
QUAD4 1·2219 1·2334 1·2363 −0·078566 −0·078611 −0·078618

(1·1927) (1·2320) (1·2360) (−0·077078) (−0·078198) (−0·078518)
QUAD9 1·2374 1·2373 −0·078648 −0·078621

(1·2381) (1·2373) (−0·078611) (−0·078619)

Table IV. Transversal and horizontal displacements w and u for a simply supported laminate 0=90 subjected
to uniform load: comparison between analytical and �nite element solutions

w u
Analytical solution 1·9469 −0·129404
Mesh 3× 3 6× 6 12× 12 3× 3 6× 6 12× 12
EML4 1·9481 1·9472 1·9470 −0·13241 −0·13015 −0·12959

(1·9256) (1·9441) (1·9463) (−0·12947) (−0·12986) (−0·12954)
QUAD4 1·9304 1·9427 1·9458 −0·12838 −0·12916 −0·12935

(1·8971) (1·9443) (1·9463) (−0·12600) (−0·12854) (−0·12920)
QUAD9 1·9475 1·9469 −0·12945 −0·12941

(1·9495) (1·9470) (−0·12948) (−0·12941)
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Figure 2. Shear stress tyz in the thickness of the laminate 0=90=0: comparison between numerical and analytical solutions

dimensionless horizontal displacement u=100ETu=q0h�3 at x=0 and y= a=2 for the sinusoidal
and uniform load. The values reported in parentheses refer to the unstructured meshes.
The results from the EML4 element are compared with the analytical solution (Navier solu-

tion) and with the results obtained by the 4-node (QUAD4) and 9-node (QUAD9) elements. The
QUAD4 and QUAD9 are isoparametric displacement-based elements and they require reduced in-
tegration for the shear terms to avoid locking;30 furthermore, meshes of n=2× n=2 elements are
used with the QUAD9.
The accuracy and the convergence of the EML4 numerical solutions are noted. In fact, both in-

plane and out-of-plane displacement are in good accordance with the analytical solution. It can be
emphasized that, although the QUAD# elements present accuracy and convergence rate comparable
with the one obtained from EML4 element, they are unreliable since they su�er from locking or
free energy modes. On the other hand, the new proposed element is fully robust and reliable.

6.2. Through-the-thickness shear stress pro�les

The ability of the new element to compute satisfactory through-the-thickness and interlaminar
shear stresses is now investigated. The square plate described above, subjected only to a sinusoidal
load, is considered; the full plate is now discretized using 9× 9 EML4 square elements. The shear
factors are again constant and equal to �11 = �22 = 5=6, �12 = 0.
Results obtained with and without the enhanced strains are compared with the analytical solutions

(AS). For the laminate 0=90=0, Figures 2 and 3 show the shear stress pro�les tyz =100 �̂yz=q0�
at x= a=2 y= a=18 and txz =100 �̂xz=q0� at x= a=18 y= a=2. It is interesting to observe that no
di�erences exist between the enhanced and the non-enhanced solution, since the transversal loading
does not induce horizontal deformations and, as a consequence, the enhanced modes are non active
for this problem.
Figures 4 and 5 show the shear stress pro�les tyz and txz for the laminate 0=90. It is interesting to

observe that now there is a signi�cative improvement between the enhanced and the non-enhanced
solution; in fact, the transversal loading does induce horizontal deformations in the 0=90 laminate
and, accordingly, the enhanced modes are now active and produce an improvement of the solution.
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Figure 3. Shear stress txz in the thickness of the laminate 0=90=0: comparison between numerical and analytical solutions

Figure 4. Shear stress tyz in the thickness of the laminate 0=90: comparison between numerical and analytical solutions

The excellent approximation of the shear stresses computed by the EML4 with respect to the
analytical solution is noted, in particular for the more di�cult case of the unsymmetric laminate.
Then, the shear stress pro�le tyz at x= a=2 y=0 for the 0=90=0 laminate with side-to-thickness

ratio �=4, considered in References 22 and 23 is reported in Figure 6 to compare the solution
provided by the proposed EML4 element and the one obtained by the QHD40 continuum element
developed in References 20 and 21. Figure 6 shows that EML4 gives more accurate results with
respect to QHD40.
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Figure 5. Shear stress txz in the thickness of the laminate 0=90: comparison between numerical and analytical solutions

Figure 6. Comparison between the shear stress computed using the EML4, the QHD4020 and the analytical solution

6.3. Shear factors determination

The procedure proposed in Section 5 is now applied to obtain the correct shear factors. Both
symmetric and unsymmetric cross-ply laminates in cylindrical bending are investigated. A lami-
nated strip is discretized using 1× 10 elements.
In Table V the �nite-element results are compared with the exact solution.9; 10 It can be noted

that the numerical results are in excellent agreement with the analytical solutions for all the
di�erent laminations considered. The values of the shear factors reported in Table V are obtained
by performing only two iterations, for all the considered laminates. In fact, since laminates in
cylindrical bending are statically determined structures, the shear stress pro�les are computed
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Table V. Shear correction factors: comparison between analytical and
numerical results

0=90=90=0 0=90 ((0=90)5)s

�11 �22 �11 �22 �11 �22
AS 0·5952 0·7205 0·8212 0·8212 0·6784 0·6693
EML4 0·5951 0·7224 0·8222 0·8222 0·6784 0·6697

Table VI. Transversal diplacements w for cross-ply lami-
nates in cylindrical bending

0=90=0 0=90

EML4 i 356·77 1233·4
EML4 f 421·30 1234·9

�11 = 0·5826 �11 = 0·8281
3D-elasticity 417·27 1243·8

independently from the displacement solution, and thus the shear factors are recovered once the
shear stresses are given.

6.4. Shear factor e�ects

The improvement of the 2D plate solution versus the 3D solution due to the use of the correct
shear factors is now demonstrated.
Two plates are considered, respectively with a 0=90=0 and a 0=90 lamination. The plates are

simply supported along two edges and are subjected to a uniform line-load applied at the mid-span.
Because of the structural scheme symmetry and of the cylindrical bending conditions, only half
strip is discretized using 1× 10 elements.
Table VI shows the maximum transversal displacement w obtained from EML4 with shear

factors equal to 5=6 ( i) and with the shear factors obtained through the iterative procedure de-
scribed in Section 5 ( f). The plate solutions are compared also with 3D �nite-element solutions
obtained using a mesh of 12× 20× 1 3D orthotropic elements in a plane strain condition. It can
be emphasized the signi�cative improvement of the solution, when the iterative procedure for the
computation of the shear factors is applied, in particular for the 0=90=0 lamination. The shear
factor values at the end of the iterative procedure are reported in Table VI.
Figures 7 and 8 show the tangential stress pro�les computed at x= a=8 for the 0=90=0 and 0=90

laminations, respectively, together with the shear stress pro�le obtained by the 3D solution. Also
in this case, the accuracy of the EML4 numerical solution can be noted.
As emphasized in the previous subsection, for laminates in cylindrical bending the shear factors

are computed by performing only two iterations.

6.5. Shear factor distributions

As �nal computations, two simply supported square 0=90=90=0 laminates, subjected respectively
to a uniform load and to a point-wise force at the centre of the plate, are studied. The goal is to
show the variation of the shear correction factors within the plate.
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Figure 7. Shear stress in the thickness of a laminate 0=90=0 in cylindrical bending: comparison between EML4 and 3D
elasticity solutions

Figure 8. Shear stress in the thickness of a laminate 0=90 in cylindrical bending: comparison between EML4 and 3D
elasticity solutions

Due to the plate double symmetry, only a quarter of the plate (i.e. 06x6a=2; 06y6a=2) is
studied using regular 9× 9 meshes. The �11 and �22 contour plots are shown in Figures 9 and 10,
for the uniform load, and in Figures 11 and 12, for the point-wise force. It can be noted how both
�11 and �22 are not constant within the plate.
To obtain satisfactory values for the shear factors several iterations are necessary for the analysed

structures. In particular, it is necessary to perform 10 iterations for the case of distributed loading,
and 12 iterations for the case of point-wise force.
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Figure 9. Contour plot of the shear factor �11 for a simply supported square laminate 0=90=90=0 subjected to a uniform
load

Figure 10. Contour plot of the shear factor �22 for a simply supported square laminate 0=90=90=0 subjected to a uniform
load
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Figure 11. Contour plot of the shear factor �11 for a simply supported square laminate 0=90=90=0 subjected to a point-wise
central force

Figure 12. Contour plot of the shear factor �22 for a simply supported square laminate 0=90=90=0 subjected to a point-wise
central force
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7. CONCLUDING REMARKS

A new advanced �nite-element for the analysis of laminated plates has been proposed. Starting
from a �rst-order shear deformation theory and adopting a mixed-enhanced variational formu-
lation, the element is constructed using bubble functions for the rotational degrees of freedom,
functions linking the transverse displacement to the rotations and enhanced modes for the in-plane
deformations.
Furthermore, a procedure for the computation of the through-the-thickness shear stresses is

discussed, together with an iterative algorithm for an accurate evaluation of the shear correction
factors.
Several applications are investigated and results are compared with analytical solutions as well

as with other 2D and 3D �nite-element solutions.
The reported numerical examples highlight that the new element provides very accurate in-

plane=out-of-plane displacements, especially when the shear factors are properly computed. At the
same time, it is shown how the shear factors may vary quite signi�cantly within the domain of a
classical problem, aspect which underlines the need of a shear factor evaluation procedure within
a �nite-element framework, as the one developed here.
The ability to compute very accurate shear stress pro�les for both symmetric and unsymmetric

laminated plates is also assessed. The recovery of accurate stress pro�les is of crucial importance,
since they are often responsible for the activation and the development of delamination mechanisms.
In particular, delamination can occur close to the edges of laminates, where initial defects could
be present and where applied loads could induce high values of the resultant shear. On the other
hand, once the shear stress pro�les are known, it could be possible to develope also a technique
able to recover the normal stress in the laminate thickness by through-the-thickness integration
of the shear stresses. Accordingly, the new �nite-element here proposed opens the possibility of
interesting future work, directed toward the modelling of delamination e�ects.

APPENDIX

Introducing the interpolation schemes (27)–(37) in functional (26) and performing the stationary
conditions for a single element, the following algebraic system is obtained:

Kuu 0 Ku� Kub 0 KT�u
0 0 0 0 KTSw 0

KTu� 0 K�� KTb� KTS� KT��
KTub 0 Kb� Kbb KbS KT�b
0 KSw KS� KTbS KSS 0

K�u 0 K�� K�b 0 K��





û

ŵ

X̂
X̂b
Ŝ

Q̂


=



f̂u

f̂w

f̂�
0

0

0


(44)

where the right-hand side contains the terms due to loads and boundary conditions. The submatrices
in (44) are given by

Kuu=
∫
Ae

(E	)TAE	dA Ku�=
∫
Ae

(E	)TBL	 dA

K��=
∫
Ae

(L	)TDL	 dA Kbu=
∫
Ae

(L	b)TBE	 dA
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Kb�=
∫
Ae

(L	b)TDL	dA Kbb=
∫
Ae

(L	b)TDL	b dA

KbS = −
∫
Ae

	TbW	S dA KSw =
∫
Ae

	TS ∇	 dA

KS�=
∫
Ae

	TS ([∇	w�] +W	) dA KSS = −
∫
Ae

	TS H̃
−1	S dA

K�u=
∫
Ae

GTAE	 dA K��=
∫
Ae

GTBL	 dA

K�b=
∫
Ae

GT BL	b dA K��=
∫
Ae

GTAG dA

Recalling that the enhanced strain Q̂, the bubble rotation X̂b and the resultant shear stress Ŝ are
parameters local to each element, they can be eliminated by static condensation.
The condensation with respect to the enhanced degrees of freedom Q̂ leads to:

Kuu 0 Ku� KTbu 0

0 0 0 0 KTSw

KTu� 0 K�� KTb� KTS�

K bu 0 K b� K bb K bS

0 K Sw K S� KTbS K SS





û

ŵ

X̂
X̂b
Ŝ


=



f̂u

f̂w

f̂�
0

0


(45)

where

K uu=Kuu − KT�uK−1
�� K�u Ku�=Ku� − KT�uK−1

�� K��
K��=K�� − KT��K−1

�� K�� K bu=Kbu − KT�bK−1
�� K�u

K b�=Kb� − KT�bK−1
�� K�� K bb=Kbb − KT�bK−1

�� K�b
K bS =KbS K Sw =KSw
K S�=KS� K SS =KSS

When the internal rotational degrees of freedom are eliminated by static condensation, the fol-
lowing reduced sti�ness matrix is obtained:

K̃uu 0 K̃u� K̃TSu

0 0 0 K̃TwS

K̃Tu� 0 K̃�� K̃TS�

K̃Su K̃Sw K̃S� K̃SS




û

ŵ

X̂
Ŝ

 =


f̂u

f̂w

f̂�
0

 (46)
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where
K̃uu=K uu − KTbuK−1

bb K bu K̃u�=Ku� − KTbuK−1
bb K b�

K̃��=K�� − KTb�K−1
bb K b� K̃Su= − KTbSK−1

bb K bu

K̃Sw =K Sw K̃S�=K S� − KTbSK−1
bb K b�

K̃SS =K SS − KTbSK−1
bb KbS

Furthermore, if the shear parameters are also eliminated, the �nal element sti�ness matrix is
obtained: 

K uu Kuw Ku�

K
T
uw Kww Kw�

K
T
u� K

T
w� K��



û

ŵ

X̂

 =


f̂u

f̂w

f̂�

 (47)

where
K uu = K̃uu − K̃TSuK̃−1

SS K̃Su Kuw = −K̃TSuK̃−1
SS K̃Sw

Ku� = K̃u� − K̃TSuK̃−1
SS K̃S� Kww = −K̃TwSK̃−1

SS K̃Sw

Kw� = −K̃TwSK̃−1
SS K̃S� K�� = K̃�� − K̃�SK̃−1

SS K̃S�
It is worth noting that the invertibility of KSS is not required during the algebraic manipulations.

On the contrary, it is necessary to compute the inverse of K̃SS , which is not singular even for
zero shear compliance. This is obtained by proper selection of the shape bubble functions. Any
problem converging to the thin plate case can be investigated, without the problem becoming
ill-conditioned; similarly, the shear energy can be included or excluded from the analysis as an
optional element feature.
In the construction of the sti�ness matrix (44), the contribution of Kub and K�b is ignored in

order to satisfy the consistency condition (36) also for the case of distorted elements.
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